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Who am I?
● Computer Science Undergrad degree @UCLA 
● Computer Science Grad degree @USC 
● 15+ years experience as Software & Data Engineer
● Computer Science Instructor
● Mentor @Udacity Deep Learning Nanodegree
● Real-time wagering algorithms @GamePlayerNetwork
● Differential GPS corrections @Jet Propulsion Laboratory, landing sequence for 

Mars Curiosity
● Years of experience in design, implementation & productionalization of 

machine learning models for several FinTech underwriting businesses
● Led development of machine learning explainability methods 
● Currently, head of personalization & recommender systems @Honey



Goals, Breadth vs Depth...
Goal: Provide context of the requirements, tools & methodologies involved with 
deploying a machine learning model into production.  

Slides will provide you with breadth.

Notebooks will provide you with depth (i.e. implementation details).

Generalist

Specialist

Generalist

Specialist

Generalist

Specialist



Lesson Roadmap

Day 1

● Overview of Data Science Workflow (30 mins)
a. Identify Business Objectives & Stakeholders 
b. Acquire Data
c. Build Model 
d. Evaluate Model
e. Communicate Results

● Version Control ML vs SW Projects (95 mins)
a. Directory structure  
b. Data Versioning
c. Model Build Governance
d. Environment & Package management 
e. Exploratory Data & Business Analysis Results
f. ML Interpretability Results

● Cloud Model Hosting Hardware Cost Estimation (15 mins)
a. Amazon AWS Case Study
b. Google Case Study

● Production ML Model Best Practices (10 mins)

Day 2

● Pitfalls during Model Development (40 mins)
a. Choose input signals carefully
b. Data to remove

● Offline vs Online Model Training (50 mins)
a. XGBoost case study
b. Vowpal-wabbit case study

● Offline vs Online Model Inference (40 mins)
a. XGBoost hosted via clipper
b. XGBoost on batch data

● Monitoring ML model in production (30 mins)

Training motivated by Google ML Crash Course

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/


Machine Learning 
Deployment Pipeline



Data Science Workflow

Diagram Reference, A Data Science Workflow, Glossary of ML terms

Transform Data

https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/interpreting-predictive-models-with-skater-unboxing-model-opacity
https://towardsdatascience.com/a-data-science-workflow-26c3f05a010e
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/glossary/


Overview of Data Science Workflow

1. Define Business 
Objective 

& 
Stakeholders

Considerations Example

Identify goals & state hypothesize Airline company XYZ is interested in notifying passengers when 
flight will likely be delayed. 

This will increase positive customer sentiment & position XYZ to 
be the market leader for “flights on time”. 

Define criteria for what success looks like, state your 
assumptions

Passengers should be notified of delays with a high level of 
confidence within few hours of scheduled flight time.  

How much time & money do we have to work with? 3 months, $500K

Identify Business Sponsor Senior Vice President of Customer Satisfaction 

Define functional & non-functional requirements...How often are 
predictions needed? How long do we expect predictions to take? 

Where will predictions be made (on-cloud, on-prem)? 

Speak with heads of Marketing, Engineering, IT operations to 
come up with the right requirements.

Define which machine learning evaluation metric will be used to 
quantify quality of predictions

Think of the benefit of good predictions & cost of bad 
predictions.



2. Acquire Data

Create a set of questions for identifying correct data set Ask data provider (DB administrator) for data dictionary

Identify data sources, window of time, data formats 
(CSV, XML, JSON etc), data dictionary, features & 

target

Database administrator gives you access to RDBMS 
table(s).

What existing transformations have been made to the 
data?

Ask Engineering or DB administrator.

Determine which tools/frameworks (Spark, Scikit-Learn) 
will be used to retrieve & work with data? 

Solution depends on how much data you need & what 
technologies your company is currently using.



Overview of Data Science Workflow Continued...

3. Build Model 

Pre-processing: How will we handle missing value(s)? 
How will we handle missing type(s)? Outlier(s)? Class imbalance?

Exploratory Data Analysis: Observe correlations, descriptive & inferential statistics. EDA is often 
the goal of many data science projects.

Feature Scaling, Normalization, Engineering

Check for Data Leakages, Knowledge Leaks

Feature Selection, Hyper-parameter Tuning

Model Selection, Model Ensembling  

Create a pipeline to run model train in an automated way

Refer to “The 7 Steps of Machine Learning”

Refer to (/notebooks/Static_Model_Pitfalls_of_Model_Development.ipynb) for more examples.

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-7-steps-of-machine-learning-2877d7e5548e


4. Evaluate Model

How good of a fit (quantitatively) is the chosen model(s) with respect to the chosen evaluation 
metric (Log-Loss, AUC, Accuracy, Precision, Recall etc)? 

Define criteria for what success looks like? 
How well did the trained model do on the test set?

How well does model predictions qualitatively solve our business objective?

Do we understand or trust model predictions? Do we understand how the model makes decisions?

Refer to “Metrics To Evaluate Machine Learning Algorithms in Python”, “The Building 
Blocks of Interpretability” for more details.

https://machinelearningmastery.com/metrics-evaluate-machine-learning-algorithms-python/
https://distill.pub/2018/building-blocks/
https://distill.pub/2018/building-blocks/


Overview of Data Science Workflow Continued...

5. Communicate Results

Determine net benefit value for correct predictions 

Determine net cost value for incorrect predictions 

Perform analysis of revenue, cost & benefit with respect to financials

State assumptions (i.e. conversion rate)

Why should we trust this machine learning model?

How do you understand this machine learning model works?

Create a pipeline to run analysis in an automated way

Determine the best format to present results to business stakeholders



Look at notebook titled “Business Data Analysis” for 
more details.

Precision: Out of flights we predicted not 
delayed, how many did we classify correctly? 
When it predicts yes, how often is it 
correct?

When cost of  FP >> FN

Precision = 3768/(3768+3178) = .54

Recall: Out of flights not delayed, how many 
did we correctly detect as not late?

We want to avoid FN, when cost of FN >> 
FP

We want to catch all on-time flights
Recall = 3768/(3768+2009) = .65

More info here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall#Definition_%28classification_context%29


Machine Learning Testing and Error Metrics - Luis Serrano Udacity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2vurxnd124


Overview of Data Science Workflow Continued...

6. Deploy & Monitor Model

Identify which metrics to instrument monitoring for?

How many features does your production model have? How many of them are being monitored?

How are you monitoring features with numerical values? How about categorical values?

How did you conclude what thresholds to use for input feature monitoring?

If a threshold is exceeded, what is the triage process? 

 How often does the monitor run? 

 State under what circumstances a model needs to be re-trained



Q1. Which of the following assumptions may impact a model’s generalizability?

a) Data must be stationary (ex. no seasonality)
b) Distribution of past data must be similar to unseen future data
c) Train, Validation & Test examples are drawn from the same distribution 
d) Rows in each set should be independent of each other
e) All of the above

Q2. Suppose we train on training data, evaluated on test data, use the evaluation 
results from test data to do feature selection & hyper-parameter tuning. Are there 
any issue(s) with this methodology?

a) Yes
b) No

Knowledge Check Exercise



Break (10 mins)



How Version Control differs
for ML vs SW Projects



How Version Control Differs for ML Projects 
Requirements: 

Data Science project is a cross disciplinary function

● Data Engineers
● ML Engineers
● Business Analysts
● Software Engineers to put model into production
● DevOps personnel to maintain production operations
● Non-technical stakeholders interested in main takeaways

A) Directory structure is as important as code quality, at times even more important

B) Data Versioning

C) Environment & Package management 

D) Business Analysis Results

E) ML Interpretability Results



A) Directory Structure

Requirements: 

Data Science is a team sport; thus, we need a way to communicate the diverse set of artifacts.

Directory structure should clearly help organize, communicate and make it easier to find what you’re looking for 

Reduce human error and bugs by conforming to conventions (secrets out of version control)

Facilitate reproducible & repeatable executions of the data science pipeline

Find previous execution results (ex1: log of train, validation & test loss for each execution, ex2: feature engineering vs inference timing results)

Solution(s):

● mlflow

● Cookiecutter Data Science

● Pachyderm

● Modeldb (paper, docs, implementation)

● Manually configured project structure

https://mlflow.org/
https://drivendata.github.io/cookiecutter-data-science/
http://www.pachyderm.io/
https://mitdbg.github.io/modeldb/papers/hilda_modeldb.pdf
https://mitdbg.github.io/modeldb/
https://github.com/mitdbg/modeldb


A) Directory Structure Example

Cookiecutter Data Science

https://drivendata.github.io/cookiecutter-data-science/


B) Data Versioning

Requirements: 

Data is immutable (no overwrite) 

Save intermediate data artifacts  

Reproducible & Repeatable (inputs & outputs need to be tracked) 

Problem: Data files are typically larger than what most version control tools allow

Solution(s):

● pachyderm
● AWS S3
● Git Large File Storage
● git-annex
● dat
● Network File Server (Ceph, FreeNAS, ZFS)
● dvc

Reference 

Reference

http://www.pachyderm.io/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://git-lfs.github.com/
https://git-annex.branchable.com/
http://datproject.org/
https://ceph.com/
http://www.freenas.org/
http://zfsonlinux.org/
https://dvc.org/
https://blog.dataversioncontrol.com/data-version-control-tutorial-9146715eda46
https://blog.dataversioncontrol.com/data-version-control-tutorial-9146715eda46


B) Data Versioning Example 
DVC allows storing and versioning source data files, ML models, intermediate results with Git, without checking the file contents into Git. Refer to 
(/notebooks/Data_Version_Control_Workflow.ipynb) for more examples.

Reference

https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/1600/1*InGGPhAHCghqCY84CZ4UDA.jpeg


C) Model Build Governance

Requirements: 

A way to track the activities during model build process 

Packaging format for reproducible runs on any platform

Record and query experiments: code, data, config, and results

Facilitate reproducibility & repeatability of model build process

Solution(s):

● mlflow (github, tutorial, docs)

https://mlflow.org/
https://github.com/mlflow/mlflow
https://mlflow.org/docs/latest/tutorial.html
https://mlflow.org/docs/latest/index.html#


C) Model Build Governance



D) Environment & Package Management

Requirements: 

A way for others to reproduce results 

Reduce time to reproduce other people’s work 

Facilitate reproducibility & repeatability of other people's work

Solution(s):

● Conda (env & package management, Python & R)

● Packrat (project specific env & package manager for R)

Refer to environment.yml in the top level directory for an example.

https://conda.io/docs/user-guide/install/download.html
https://rstudio.github.io/packrat/


D) Environment & Package Management Example
We’ll be using conda to manage OS system libraries & python dependencies.

To create a new environment from an existing conda manifest file...

conda env create -f=environment.yml

To update a new environment from an existing conda manifest file...

conda env update -f=environment.yml

To export dependencies from your current environment...

conda env export > environment.yml

After you’ve created or update an environment, you should source it…

source activate py36_oreilly_ml_prod_course

When you’re working, you can deactivate the current environment…

source deactivate

https://conda.io/


E) Exploratory Data & Business Analysis Results

Requirements: 

Data Science projects in industry have specific business objectives (increase profits, reduce costs, increase cross sell etc)

Business Analysis methodology to quantify value of deploying a new predictive model into production (ie: How do you know your model is 
successful?)

What assumptions are behind your analysis? Which conditions make your assumptions invalid?

Solutions:

● Business Analysis methodology is specific to the business model. Choose the right model evaluation metric & quantify in terms of profits & 
loss...

○ Metric Selection for Classification ML models 

■ Binary Models (Accuracy, LogLoss, Confusion Matrix, Precision, Recall, AUC, ROC plot, more details)

● Which type of errors to reduce (Type 1 or Type 2, more details)

■ Multiclass Models (F1, more details)

○ Metric Selection for Regression ML models (RMSE, MSE, MAE, r2, more details)

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_evaluation.html
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/precision-and-recall
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/precision-and-recall
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/precision-and-recall
http://www.math.utah.edu/~gamez/files/ROC-Curves.pdf
https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/classification/roc-and-auc
https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2016/02/7-important-model-evaluation-error-metrics/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/binary-model-insights.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/multiclass-model-insights.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/latest/dg/regression-model-insights.html


E) Exploratory Data & Business Analysis (Part 1)

Summary Statistics

Target Analysis

CorrelationsRefer to (/notebooks/Business_Data_Analysis.ipynb) for more examples.



Look at notebook titled “Business Data Analysis” for 
more details.

Precision: Out of flights we predicted not 
delayed, how many did we classify correctly? 
When it predicts yes, how often is it 
correct?

When cost of  FP >> FN

Precision = 3768/(3768+3178) = .54

Recall: Out of flights not delayed, how many 
did we correctly detect as not late?

We want to avoid FN, when cost of FN >> 
FP

We want to catch all on-time flights
Recall = 3768/(3768+2009) = .65

More info here

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall#Definition_%28classification_context%29


F) ML Interpretability

Requirements: 

How do we trust a machine learning model?

For regulated industries, it’s required to comply with established regulations?

Model approval from legal or compliance stakeholders

Solutions:

No one size fits all solution, but some recent advances to help explainability...

● SHAP: SHapley Additive exPlanations (paper, implementation)
● H2O ML Interpretability (paper, implementation)
● A Guide for Making Black Box Models Explainable (docs, implementation)
● Ideas on Interpreting Machine Learning Models

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.06060
https://github.com/slundberg/shap
http://docs.h2o.ai/driverless-ai/latest-stable/docs/booklets/MLIBooklet.pdf
https://github.com/h2oai/mli-resources
https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/
https://github.com/christophM/interpretable-ml-book
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/ideas-on-interpreting-machine-learning


F) ML Interpretability & Explainability Example

Reference

Reference

For more details, see “Ideas on interpreting machine learning”

Refer to (/notebooks/Machine_Learning_Interpretability.ipynb) for more examples.

https://iapp.org/news/a/the-privacy-pros-guide-to-explainability-in-machine-learning/
https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/ideas-on-interpreting-machine-learning


Q1. For a machine learning project, which type of artifacts should we version?

a) Code + Configuration
b) Data
c) Model Binaries
d) Data dictionary
e) Model build, data analysis & model interpretability results
f) All of the above

Q2. Think of at least 3 side effects of what could go wrong with just using Jupyter 
notebooks to build a production model?

Knowledge Check Exercise



Break (10 mins)



Cloud Model Hosting Cost 
Estimation Tools



Production ML Model Best Practices
● Begin with a starter seed project template

○ Helps enforce best practices
● Create baseline model (simple > complex)

○ Useful for comparison against a future more complex model
● Understand & validate data pipeline 

○ bias in, bias out
● Instrument input feature monitoring 

○ Best done async in parallel to invocation of predict
● Leverage reproducible & repeatable practices covered earlier to treat configs data & output results 

as code
○ Increase the likelihood of your work to be adopted

● Provide interpretability & explainability of model outputs to build trust 

● Provide projected business impact of putting model into production

Recommend reading Rules of ML (from Google)

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/guides/rules-of-ml/


Hardware Cost Estimation

Requirements:

On-premise or On-Cloud?

Average Transactions per second to support?

Number of Transactions during peak utilization?

Load balancer, number of servers (fixed, elastic), monitoring server, object storage & logging store

System availability expectations (SLOs & SLIs come in handy) 

Cloud Pricing Calculators: Google Cloud Calculator, Amazon ML Pricing, Microsoft Azure Calculator

Cloud Vendor Batch Fees Real-Time Prediction Fees

Amazon AWS (details) $0.10 per 1,000 predictions, rounded 
up to the next 1,000

$0.0001 per prediction, rounded up to 
the nearest penny

Microsoft Azure (details) $0.50 per 1,000 transactions $0.50 per 1,000 transactions

Google Cloud Platform (details) $0.09262 per node hour $0.056 per node hour

https://cloud.google.com/ml-engine/docs/pricing
https://aws.amazon.com/aml/pricing/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/calculator/
https://aws.amazon.com/aml/pricing/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/machine-learning-studio/
https://cloud.google.com/ml-engine/docs/pricing


Google Cloud Platform Case Study
Visualize GCP Billing using BigQuery and Data Studio

1. Follow procedure in Export Billing Data to 
BigQuery

2. Make a copy of Billing Report Demo
3. Create & Manage Labels to slice/dice your billing 

reports
a. Labels can be based on team 

(team:data_science)
b. Labels can be based on component 

(component: flight_model)
c. Labels can be based on environment 

(environment:prod)

https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/visualize-data
https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/export-data-bigquery
https://cloud.google.com/billing/docs/how-to/export-data-bigquery
https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/0B7GT7ZlyzUmCZHFhNDlKVENHYmc/page/dizD
https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/creating-managing-labels


Amazon AWS Case Study
Cloudcraft allows you to...

1. Create an architecture diagram of various 
Amazon AWS building blocks & provides a 
budget dashboard.

2. Scan your AWS account, create architecture 
diagrams & populate a budget dashboard

You may also find Amazon Cost Explorer useful.

https://cloudcraft.co/app
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/cost-explorer-what-is.html


Q. Try to think of the many ways to control costs of deploying a machine learning 
model to production?

Knowledge Check Exercise



End of Day 1



Pitfalls During Model 
Development



Pitfalls during Model Development: Choose Input Signals Carefully

Refer to “Production ML Systems: Data Dependencies”

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/data-dependencies/video-lecture


Pitfalls during Model Development: Data to Clean

Refer to “Production ML Systems: Data Dependencies”

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/data-dependencies/video-lecture






Over, Under or Just Right

Machine Learning Testing and Error Metrics - Luis Serrano Udacity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2vurxnd124


Programming Exercise: 
Complete notebooks/Programming_Exercise_Underfitting_vs_Overfitting.ipynb



Break (10 mins)



Static vs Dynamic Model 
Training



Static vs. Dynamic Model Training
A Static Model is…

+ Straightforward to build & evaluate
+ Iterate on train set until “it’s good”, use test set to assess performance, then evaluate on validation set

- Training model done offline (i.e. can take hours/days/weeks or months)
- If distribution of input changes & model hasn’t adopted…whacky results 

- Requires monitoring during inference time
- Model can easily grow stale

Best when distribution of input data doesn’t change over time (i.e. images of dog breeds)

A Dynamic Model is…

+ Training model done online (i.e. continuously, soon as data arrives during inference)
+ Use progressive validation rather than batch train & test
+ Needs model update/rollback capability
+ Adapts to changes in input data, avoids staleness
- Needs monitoring of model outputs

Best when distribution of input data likely to change over time (i.e. contains trends, seasonalities)

Refer to (/notebooks/Static_Model_Training.ipynb) for an example.



Static vs. Dynamic Model Training

Train

Test

Static Learning Algorithms

Dynamic (Online) Learning Algorithms

Train

In-Time Validation

Model

Scoring

Model Prediction Evolved Model
Unseen 

Observation 1
Unseen 

Observation n



Dynamic Model Training: vowpal-wabbit
Vowpal-wabbit (vw) is a fast out-of-core learning system sponsored by Microsoft Research and (previously) Yahoo! Research. 

1) Input Format for the learning algorithm is flexible

[Label] [Importance] [Tag]|Namespace Features |Namespace Features … |Namespace Features
           1 1.0 |MetricFeatures:3.28 height:1.5 length:2.0 |Says stripes |OtherFeatures NumberOfLegs:4.0 HasStripes

2) Speed

The learning algorithm is really fast (in-memory XGBoost is about an order of magnitude slower than vw)

3) Scalability

The memory footprint of the program is bounded independent of data. Training set is not loaded into main memory 
before learning starts. The size of the set of features is bounded independent of the amount of training data using the 
hashing trick.

4) Feature Pairing

Subsets of features can be internally paired so that the algorithm is linear in the cross-product of the subsets. This is 
useful for ranking problems. 

Refer to (/notebooks/Dynamic_Model_Training.ipynb) for an example.

https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit/wiki
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/
http://research.yahoo.com/node/1914
https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit/wiki/Input-format
http://hunch.net/~jl/projects/hash_reps/index.html


Dynamic Model Training
csv2vw allows you to create a vowpal-wabbit 
formatted file from a CSV file.

Refer to example usage in help documentation. 

If a target isn't numeric, it will be assumed to be a         
multi-class label and be converted to an integer 
[1..k]. In our example, a YES will be represented by 
a 1, and NO will be represented by 2 by default.

For Binary Logistic Regression, vowpal-wabbit 
requires all targets to be either 1 or -1. 

So we must replace every occurrence of 2 by -1. 

https://github.com/jeroenjanssens/data-science-at-the-command-line/blob/master/tools/csv2vw


Dynamic Model Training

vowpal-wabbit

Resources:

Link to Command Line Arguments documentation

“--data” represents train data set

“--binary” represents loss as binary classification with -1,1 targets

“--loss_function” specifies loss function to be used.

“--readable_model” output human readable model.

“--kill_cache” don’t reuse cache, create new one

“--predictions” file to output predictions

https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit/wiki
https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit/wiki/Command-line-arguments


Knowledge Check Exercise

Q1. Which of the following statements is true of dynamic (online) training?

a) We don’t care how long training takes, it’s inference time which matters
b) Little or no monitoring is needed for model in production
c) Model stays up to date as new data arrives
d) We can validate predictions & model interpretability before applying them in 

production
e) All of the above

Q2. Which of the following statements is true of static (offline) training?

a) We can validate predictions & model interpretability before applying them in 
production

b) Offline training requires less monitoring of training jobs than online learning
c) Model stays up to date as new data arrives
d) All of the above



Break (10 mins)



Offline vs Online Model 
Inference



Offline Model Inference
Offline inference, meaning that you make all possible predictions in a batch, using a MapReduce or something similar. You then write the predictions to 
an SSTable or Bigtable, and then feed these to a cache/lookup table.

● Most often, split data into train, validation & test sets
○ Train (60%): set of examples used for learning; fit parameters of classifier or regressor & perform cross validation
○ Validation (20%): set of examples used to tune params of classifier or regressor & perform cross validation
○ Test (20%): set of examples used only to assess performance of classifier or regressor. Cardinal sin if you tune the model after 

observing results on test set
○ Remember not to skip Test phase, this is a preview of how the model will perform in the wild (i.e. out of time) examples

● You can often leverage code & cross validation strategy from model build steps 
● Model query (single row, multiple rows) via data loaded in memory (RAM) from file/database 

Train

Validation

Test



Online Model Inference
Online inference, meaning that you predict on demand (single or multi-rows), 
using a server.

● Clipper cluster creation 
● App creation & model deployment 
● Model query (single row, multiple rows) via Python requests & curl 
● Model versioning update  
● Model versioning rollback + Model replication

“What’s your ML Test Score” paper from Google 

Clipper Model Deployers support for:

● PySpark Models
● PyTorch Models
● Tensorflow Models
● MXNet Models
● XGBoost Models
● Pure Python Functions

https://storage.googleapis.com/pub-tools-public-publication-data/pdf/45742.pdf
http://docs.clipper.ai/en/v0.3.0/model_deployers.html?highlight=pyspark%20models#pyspark-models


Online Model Inference



Online Model Inference



Knowledge Check Exercise

Q1. Which of the following statements is true of dynamic inference?
a) You must monitor input signals
b) Don’t need to worry about how long predictions take as much as when 

performing static inference
c) You can provide predictions for multiple rows of data
d) Easier to roll back to a previous version of the model than with static inference
e) All of the above

Q2. In static inference, we make predictions on a large batch of data all at once. 
Which of the following statements is true of static inference?

a) Predictions can be verified after generating them
b) For a given input, we can serve a prediction quicker than with online inference
c) Model will be able to quickly react to recent changes with input data
d) Need to monitor signals carefully over long period of time
e) All of the above



Break (10 mins)



Model Monitoring in 
Production



Monitoring ML model in production

Requirements:

Input data distribution shift  

Model score distribution

When model needs to be re-trained?

Feedback loops (adversarial attacks)?

Solution:

● Clipper (paper, implementation, presentation)         

● Gentle Introduction to Concept Drift

● Amazon SageMaker & CloudWatch monitoring model performance (tutorial)

https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/nsdi17/nsdi17-crankshaw.pdf
https://github.com/ucbrise/clipper
https://databricks.com/session/deploying-and-monitoring-heterogeneous-machine-learning-applications-with-clipper
https://machinelearningmastery.com/gentle-introduction-concept-drift-machine-learning/
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/machine-learning/use-amazon-cloudwatch-custom-metrics-for-real-time-monitoring-of-amazon-sagemaker-model-performance/


Monitoring ML Model in Production

Features of clipper:
● clipper uses grafana as the metric tracking system
● clipper provides latency & throughput metrics by default
● You can find demo here

User Defined Metrics API

import clipper_admin.metric as metric

metric.add(metric_name, metric_type, metric_description, 
optional_histogram_bucket)

metric.report(metric_name, metric_data)

http://clipper.ai/tutorials/metrics/
https://grafana.com/
https://github.com/ucbrise/clipper/tree/develop/examples/user_defined_metric


Monitoring ML model in production



End of Day 2


